Last week we had four meetings. In these meetings we prepared our project’s second version. On Tuesday, we worked on registration and login modules. We finalized the interface design and the database implementations of these two modules. On Wednesday evening, Damir and I worked on the web service implementations of Java and ASP.NET.

On Thursday all of us worked on the design and the implementations of the Job-seeker module pages. On Friday we finalized the job-seeker profile and the CV-Creation pages.

Next week we will have two or three meetings. On these meetings we will work on job-seeker module and the interfaces of the employer module.
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Last week we mainly worked on the second version of our project. We prepared some of the web services external sites are supposed to present and the client side web services our system will use. We also made some coding on our user interfaces and I coded the Java beans behind the jsp pages and integrated the beans with the interfaces. This week we plan to work hard again 😊.
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